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As we can see the easiest thing to manipulate after a brick is a sheep, then since the use of social
networks is extended to infinity (stupidity ^ n) it is not surprising that through these the personality and
the dedication of a subject or group of subjects can be shaped. This in itself represents a useful tool
when generating color revolutions, candidate elections few favored ones and all kinds of tricks that
normally would not be taken seriously. The current society camouflages its displeasure and partly its
anger in these networks, therefore in a scenario of absence or limitation of them can drive that
collective euphoria in the desired direction.
The astute part of society may try to limit the scope or use of these to generate discomfort general,
which would be drive against the alleged person responsible for said limitation. This opens everything
a range of possibilities for subtle and not obvious use the enraged mass in own benefit, here we have an
example more of little variety, bad taste and a lot of addiction.
The toxicity of this issue is not the social network itself, but the use that is given and the freedoms that
are given to them. allow users to plunge them into a state of dependence which, when altered, ends
Altering the vicious individual of it. Then we are facing a army (slave), willing to eat anyone to recover
their previous stupidity. That is the reason why We commented that these sheep's can be used but their
status should not be altered.

Trying to do so would leave us (all parties) without that valuable army which does not serve the highest
bidder but who more (like's) offer. The level of effectiveness and power here is proportional to the
number of followers and level of virtual freedom granted to them (the fall is proportional to the height),
so so much the more, the better!
The combination of the above with the media bombing is highly effective to synthesize the desired
final result. It should be mentioned that this tool or handling technique is not owner of the state or
government but can be used by anyone belonging to the party astute
Quick recipe:
look for a guilty .................................................. (preferably a scapegoat)
preheat the social oven to medium temperature . (be as demagogue as possible)
add a bit of fake news ......................................... (be careful not to overdo it or have the opposite effect)
justify yourself to taste ....................................... (be a hero: you and only you can restore the order)
remove the liberties ............................................. (for reasons of national security)
mix and shake well these ingredients .................. (be fatalistic, cry a little and say: this is the end)
Now bake on a quick fire .................................... (do not give them time to think, thinking is bad)
Serve with a hot head ........................................... (take a plane to some tax haven and enjoy)
Bon apetit!
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